
 

 

Did you enjoy Yaqui Delgado wants to kick your ass 

by Meg Medina and want to find something similar? These 

titles can be found on NYPL Catalog, Amazon, and Netflix. 

FOR TOPICS OF BULLYING 

TRY OUT THESE TITLES: 

 

CYBERBULLY is a T.V movie which premiered on ABC family. A teenage 

girl named Taylor Hillridge opens an account on Cliquesters excited to 

have her first laptop. However things take a turn for the worse when like 

Piddy Sanchez she gets bullied. Taylor’s story is different with her bullies 

hurting her through the Cliquesters account. She fights against 

cyberbullying and finds she is not the only victim. 

 

WALK THE EDGE BY KATIE MCGARRY. [FIC MCGARRY, NYPL] 

Book two of Thunder Road series this novel is about teenage girl named 

Breanna and a boy named Razor. Together they must find who is 



 

 

blackmailing Breanna. A novel filled with romance, motorcycle clubs and 

cyber bulling. 

 

THE SURVIVAL GUIDE TO BULLYING: WRITTEN BY A TEEN. [J 

302.34 M]  A guide to helping teens overcomes fear of bullies and getting 

through high school or middle school. It has personal stories written by a teen 

that overcame bullies in her schools. If you are looking for a book that will 

help you or someone you know try this one. 

For Latina Protagonists 

Try these titles: 

       

FUTURE SHOCK BY ELIZABETH BRIGGS.[FIC BRIGGS] Elena 

Martinez becomes a time traveler when she is hired by Aether 

Corporations. She takes a secret mission trip to the future only to find that 

time traveling is not so easy. Her team races against time to return to the 

present.  



 

 

   

GABI, A GIRL IN PIECES BY ISABEL QUNITERO.[FIC Q]  Gabi 

Hernandez is a senior in high school girl who has a lot on her plate. It is 

written in diary form as she talks about her pregnant best friend, her gay 

friend and her father. She is a strong voice for Mexicans. If you like stories 

on Latina culture you will like this one.  

 

 

CALL ME MARIA BY JUDITH ORTIZ COFER.[J FIC O] This coming of age 

story unfolds as Maria, the protagonist is torn between two cultures. Her mother is 

in Puerto Rico which is where she was born and the most of her upbringing began. 

She moves to El Barrio in New York with her father and discover new things about 

herself. If you like stories where two cultures combine you will like this one. 

 



 

 

 

Another Meg Medina story:  

 

If you are looking for BURN BABY BURN BY MEG MEDINA. 

more titles written by Meg Medina this coming of age story of a young girl named 

Nora who watches as New York City is in chaos as well as her family may be the one.  

It is set in 1977 in New York City. 

 

 


